Heli-Ballooning

Heli – Ballooning

You arrive in our base, Aerodromo Son Bonet, just outside Palma city
where the helicopter and pilot will be ready for you. After completing a simple
security clearance you will be escorted to the flight line and the helicopter. The
sightseeing flight will take around 25 minutes and you’ll fly over the middle of
Mallorca all the way up to the North East coast, where the helicopter will land and
the hot air balloon will be waiting.
The hot air balloon trip will last 30 minutes, after take off your pilot will
open a bottle of chilled French champagne which you’ll be able to enjoy with fresh
strawberries, which will enhance the ambiance, as you drift gently and silently
over the stunning Mallorca countryside. Your experienced Balloon Pilot will act as
a guide giving you a tour of Mallorca, the sights and towns you’ll see, history of
Mallorca and the hot air balloon.
After a gentle touch down the support car will collect you and drive you
back to the helicopter landing site, where you’ll board the helicopter for the
return sunset flight back to Son Bonet, and you’ll land just as the sun drops
below the horizon ending the perfect experience.
The helicopter and hot air balloon flights are booked exclusively and
privately just for you.
Illes Baleares Ballooning
The Heli-Ballooning Experience is in association with our partner Illes
Baleares Ballooning. Illes Baleares Ballooning has been operating in Mallorca for
over 20 years, and all their pilots are highly experienced and professionally
trained Hot Air Balloon pilots who live in Mallorca. For more information on Illes
Baleares Ballooning visit www.ibballooning.net
Flight Times
Flights are conducted in the evening, when the winds are light, the heat is
reducing and sunlight is at its best. Departure time, from Aerodromo Son Bonet,
is 3 hours before sunset.
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Heli-Ballooning

Prices

Winter Prices

Summer Prices
June, July,
August,
September

Price
per
Person

Jan, Feb, Mar,
April, May, Oct,
Nov, Dec

Price
per
Person

1 Person

€899.00

€899.00

€799.00

€799.00

2 Persons

€899.00

€449.50

€799.00

€399.50

3 Persons

€899.00

€299.67

€799.00

€266.33

4 Persons

€1,798.00 *

€449.50

€1,598.00 *

€399.50

5 Persons

€1,798.00 *

€359.60

€1,598.00 *

€319.60

6 Persons

€1,798.00 *

€299.67

€1,598.00 *

€266.33

Pax

Prices include:
2 Helicopter flights, each 25 minutes
1 Hot Air Balloon flight, 30 minutes
Chilled French Champagne & Fresh Strawberries
All taxes, charges and landing fees
IVA, Spanish Tax, billed at 18%
* - 2 Helicopters flying together in formation
For further information contact:
Sloane Helicopters Mallorca
Aerodromo Son Bonet
07141 Palma de Mallorca
Tel: +34 971 79 41 32
Email: info@sloanemallorca.com
Web: www.sloanemallorca.com
Or
Illes Baleares Ballooning
Aptdo. de Correos, 64
07590 Cala Ratjada
Tel: +34 607 64 76 47
Email: info@ibballooning.net
Web: www.ibballooning.net
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